
D YACHTING: Millions follow Round the World race from their armchairs 

Chay Blyth delighted 'his' race 
brings out the very best in people 
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CAPE TOWN- The letter, in im- By Mike Calvin thing possible to prevent it. 
maculate copper pla te hand- "I ask myself constantly 'have 
writing that went out of fashion they been prepared well 
with multiplication tables and enough'. But if I've shown due 
imperial measurements , en me is immense"; he said. "It diligence the rest_is up to them." 
touched the heart and spurred is far beyond anything else I My biggest fear remains, not 
the soul. have ever done. It's an amazing of casualties but of the crew's' 

project which has an appeal 
It is Dorothy Patten who took right across the spectrum. impending struggle to readapt 

the trouble to inform us, on the "I eat, sleep and drink this to the restrictions of everyday 
yacht Hotbrau Lager, that she life. The race is so all encom-
had been inspired by the British race. It has become a religion for passing it will leave a huge void 

me. I really identify 'with the h ·t · Steel challenge, which resumes crews. w en 1 is over. 
from Cape Town ·on Saturday. "They 're super people but Blyth, with typical pragma-

At the age of 73 she has fol- they're not supermen and worn- tism, disagreed. " The fact is 
lowed our progress through the en. They have determination, people will have to eat," he said. 
southern ocean and resolved to tenacity and flair but they're "They're going to have to find a 
conquer her life-long fear of the still ordinary people. job. 
water. At the start of this month "They heard all the talk that "Those with existing busines-
after taking lessons at her local it was impossible and they've ses will soon get back into it . . . 
pool in West .Sussex, _she had g-0ne throu.g.h-.what are per- it's inevitable." 
swum a width for the firs t time. ceived , correctly, to be the Whatever the merits of that 

Chay Blyth beamed as her world's worst oceans. They en- particular. argument Blyth is 
tale was recounted. Once again dured 20 days of continual convinced that the race will 
the Round the World yacht race storms and by the time they popularise sailing, which has 
he conceived had brought out reached here a certain percent- suffered in the past for its elitest 
the best in the most unlikely age were physically and mental- image. 
people. ly exhausted. "We have broken down bar-

Blyth has rarely, from the "But pain is a funny thing. riers," he stressed. "But it still 
time he entered public con- You soon have trouble in re- saddens me there are some peo
sciousness by rowing across the membering it. You look forward ple in yachting who, even now, 
Atlantic and successfully cir- instead of backwards." will be delighted to see the Chal
cumnavigating the globe single He has borne ultimate respon- ·1enge come to a grinding halt." 
handedly, been accused of being sibility for the raw sailors he in- "I'm really not sure why. Per
overly sentimental. spired. It has not been an easy haps they would turn their 

Yet he, too, has been touched burden to shoulder. views around if they knew how 
by the enterprise and endurance "My biggest fear is oflosing an many millions of people had fol
of the 130 amateur sailors he re- entire yacht. I have had to ac- lowed this race from their 
cruited four years ago. He has cept that there was a possibility armchairs." 
become accustomed to being that we would lose someone. We Not to mention a lady from 
stopped in the streets and con- still might. West Sussex who took it upon 
gratulated for having the fore- "I've been through that before herself to push her horizons 
sight to prove that anything is and know that you have to look back a small but significant 
possible. at yourself in the mirror and tell amount.- (©The Daily Tele-

"Tbe satisfaction this has giv- yourself you have done every- graph, pie, London, 1993) 


